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Homonuclear N 5 0 and heteronuclear N Þ 0 multiple quan-
um spectra, involving changes in the magnetic number mI by

(NI21), (NI 2 2), and (NI23), with NI and NS the number of
nteracting nuclei of magnetogyric ratio gI and gS, are used for the

automatic analysis of 1H NMR spectra of flexible molecules dis-
solved in liquid–crystalline phases. The automatic procedure has
been applied to study molecules of general formula Ph–CH2–X
tarting from a parameter set having all the spectral parameters
et to zero. The results of such an analysis are then used as starting
arameters for analysis of the single quantum spectrum. The
ethod was first tested when X 5 Br and X 5 H in order to

ompare strategies differing for the types of parameters used and
as then applied to the analysis of 3-phenylprop-1-yne. © 2000

Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

Multiple quantum spectroscopy involves transitions wi
change in the magnetic quantum numberuDmu 5 N, (N 2 1),
N 2 2), . . . , 0 for N spin-1/2 interacting nuclei (1). This
echnique is a powerful aid in the spectral analysis proced
sed for the analysis of the very complex SQ (Dm 5 61)

NMR spectra generated by up to eight to nine spin sy
molecules dissolved in liquid crystals (2). Recently we hav
described a new approach to fully automatic analysis of s
quantum spectra, which uses (N 2 1) MQ spectra. The metho

orked properly for rigid molecules of C2v symmetry with a
maximum of six interacting protons (3).

Anisotropic spectra are difficult to analyze since, even
the simplest spin system, it is not easy to guess reaso
values of the spectral parameters. This happens because
couplingsDij , whose values range typically from23000 to

500 Hz (4), dominate spectra. As a consequence, no
order features can be observed and it is not possible to
parameter values from frequency/intensity patterns as is
ally done for isotropic spectra. On the other hand the avai
standard procedures for the analysis of SQ spectra n
starting parameter set as similar as possible to the final on
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condition becoming more strict as the spectrum comple
increases.

High-order (N-1) and (N-2) MQ spectra have a limite
number of lines, a maximum of 2N andN(2N-1), respectively
whose frequencies can be easily calculated by a mod
version (3) of standard computer programs which use
Castellano Bothner-By (5) (CB-B) algorithm to optimize th
parameters by fitting the calculated versus the experim
frequencies. It is important to note that the algorithm does
make use of line intensities; on the other hand intensity c
lation in MQ spectra is a time-consuming task even for
simplest spin system (6).

In principle it is possible, using a trial and error approach
to find a set of parameters which approximately reproduce
(N-1) and/or the (N-2) MQ frequencies, (ii) to refine them
the iterative algorithm, and then (iii) to calculate a SQ s
trum to be matched against the experimental one. The pa
eter set obtained from steps (i) and (ii) by no means assu
that the experimental SQ spectrum will be properly re
duced. Since frequencies and intensities depend on linear
binations of parameters, many combinations of param
reproducing the few experimental frequencies of the (N-1) and
(N-2) spectra will easily be found, but only a few of them
any, could properly reproduce the SQ spectrum. When
happens, only assigning the highest possible number of lin
the experimental SQ spectrum assures that individual pa
eters can be determined with high accuracy and low cor
tion.

For rigid molecules (3) this problem can be overcome if t
Saupe order matrix elements (7) are used as independent v
ables and the dipolar couplings are calculated from ass
bond lengths and angles. Only a maximum of five variable
needed and their number is further reduced for symm
molecules. Using only the (N-1) multiple quantum refocuse
(MQR) spectra (no frequency dependence on chemical
and symmetric spectra), starting with the order paramete
to zero, and cycling over all the possible permutations o
experimental frequencies, the correct set of direct coup
will be calculated. Some bias is introduced in the proce
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217AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF NMR SPECTRA OF FLEXIBLE MOLECULES
since the geometry must be properly guessed, but the ind
ual parameters are correctly determined within the linear
binations since order parameters are not correlated. The c
ical shifts can be determined by the correspondent
spectrum, using theDij just found. As the last step, the 1
spectra can be analyzed with a DANSOM-like algorithm8)
iterating on the full set of spectral parameters.

Unfortunately such an approach cannot be extendedsic et
simpliciter to molecules with internal rotation degrees of fr
dom since (i) the couplings connecting different rigid subu
cannot be predicted from geometrical considerations a
with a consequent large increase in the number of indepe
parameters, and (ii) the inclusion of experimental frequen
from lower MQ order spectra is not feasible since the num
of assignments increases to impracticable values.

In this paper we present some implementations of the
viously proposed approach in order to verify whether
automatic procedure can be extended to nonrigid mole
too. The methodology is based on the following steps:

(1) Acquisition of the SQ, (N-1), (N-2), and possibly
(N-3) MQ and MQR spectra.

(2) Fully automatic analysis using the MQR frequencie
obtain approximate values of theDij . This step differs from th
procedure described for rigid molecules in three ways. (i)
principal component regression method was applied in ord
determine the linear combinations of parameters which h
large effect on the calculated frequencies from others w
can be safely kept constant in the first iterations cycles w
only (N-1) MQ frequencies are considered. (ii) The fullper-
mutative approachis limited to the (N-1) MQ spectrum bu
frequencies from lower order spectra can be automati
assigned, and (iii) mixed sets of parameters (order param
to calculate the direct couplings between nuclei in the
subunits and theDij between nuclei belonging to differe
subunits) can be used. The chemical shifts are then calcu
from the MQ spectra.

(3) Refining of the spectral parameters of step (2) on th
spectrum, either in an automatic way or following the tr
tional assignment method.

The procedure was tested on a series of flexible molecu
general formula ArCH2–X with X 5 Br, H, C[ CH, and CH3.
The anisotropic spectra of the first two molecules have alr
been analyzed and the conformational equilibrium has
determined (9). For this reason they were used to test
procedure. No information is available in the literature ab
the preferred conformation of 3-phenylprop-1-yne, wherea
conformational equilibrium of ethylbenzene in a liquid phas
still the subject of debate (10). The selectively deuterat
sotopomer [1-d]-3-phenylprop-1-yne was synthesized and

1H spin-echo MQ and SQ spectra were recorded.
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NMR SPECTRA

All the spectra were recorded on a 7.04-T Bruker AC
spectrometer at room temperature using phase cycling
order-selective detection methodology to obtain the desirp
quantum order (2a, 11) with the pulse sequences shown in F
1. The pulsed field gradient technique (12) was also tried, bu
the instrumental time needed to obtain spectra with g
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio was comparable to the time nee
for the phase-cycling technique and so this latter method
preferred. For all these spectra the pathway1p was selecte
by performing 4p experiments with the phasesw1 5 w2 ad-
vanced in steps of 2p/4p and the receiver cycling through 0
90°, 180°, and 270°.

The MQ spectra are obtained as the skyline projection13)
n theF 1 dimension of the 2D data set. For each system

spectra were recorded in a single long-lasting instrum
session; SQ spectra were recorded between MQ experime
be sure that the experimental conditions did not change.

Homonuclear spin systems.The first step of the procedu
consists of the acquisition of the complete series of N
spectra: SQ, (N-1), (N-2), and (N-3), if needed, with (MQR
and without (MQ) a refocusing pulse in the middle of thet 1

evolution period.
Many spectra were recorded at differentt; since line inten

sity depends ont, we were able to obtain spectra with be
S/N ratio and to recognize and discard ghost lines due to
imperfections.

(N-1) MQR spectrum. In general the (N-1) spectrum wil
contain k # 2N lines for a total ofP(N-1) 5 k! possible
assignments of observed to calculated frequencies. Not a

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for obtaining multiple quantum spectra (a) w
include (MQ spectra) and (b) which exclude chemical shifts (MQR spe
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218 CASTIGLIONE ET AL.
assignments are distinct since the refocusing pulse, rem
the dependence on chemical shifts, makes the spectrum
metric. In this way it is possible to halve the number
permutations, leaving it to the operator to decide the co
parameter sign. The number of permutations can be fu
reduced by noting that, as a consequence of the symmet
the independent permutations can be found by assignin
one-half of the spectrum but allowing the frequencies,f i , to be
either positive or negative. Ifk 5 8, all independent perm
tations are to be found by performing the permutations w
the following subsets:

1 f1, 1 f2, 1 f3, 1 f4 2 f1, 1 f2, 1 f3, 1 f4

1 f1, 2 f2, 1 f3, 1 f4 1 f1, 1 f2, 2 f3, 1 f4

1 f1, 1 f2, 1 f3, 2 f4 1 f1, 2 f2, 2 f3, 1 f4

1 f1, 2 f2, 1 f3, 2 f4 1 f1, 1 f2, 2 f3, 2 f4.

he total number is thenP(N-1) 5 2k/ 2/ 2 z (k/ 2)!. ThusP(N-1) 5
192 versusP(N-1) 5 8!

2 5 20,160 if all thepermutations wer
calculated.

(N-2) and (N-3) MQR spectra.The lower order MQ spe
tra are characterized by a larger number of lines with resp
the (N-1) MQR spectrum. The magnetization is spread

ore transitions and some lines become too weak to b
erved. This means that theoretical predictions of the nu
f lines always overestimate the number of transitions w
an actually be observed and assigned in analyzing the
rum. For the molecules benzylbromide and toluene, the (N-2)
MQR spectrum should have 40 lines and the (N-3) 57; the
number of transitions that can be safely recognized is
depending on the liquid-crystal solvent used. However, no
the (N-2) and (N-3) frequencies are independent since tra
tions belonging to different quantum orders are related to
other. If thek/ 2 frequencies of the positive half of the (N-1)
MQR spectrum are assumed to be independent, only
N(N 2 1) transitionsur & 3 us& (from a total ofN(2N 2 1))
between energy levels withmr 5 2N/ 2 3 ms 5 (2N/ 2 1
Dm) and mr 5 (N/ 2 2 Dm) 3 ms 5 N/ 2 are linearly
independent and contain new information about the par
ters; the remainingN2 transitions, which involve energy leve
with mr 5 2(N/ 2 2 1) 3 ms 5 (N/ 2 2 1), are a linea
ombination of thek frequencies calculated for the (N-1) MQ

spectrum.
This linear dependence can be easily demonstrated by

sidering the energy-level diagram for a simple four-spin sy
sketched in Fig. 2.

Each transition of order (N-2) between energy levelsmr 5
213 ms 5 1 is the sum of two (N-1) MQR transitions, on

ith mr 5 22 3 ms 5 1 and the other withmr 5 21 3
ms 5 2; for example,F 2312 5 E2 2 E12 can be expressed
ing
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F13 12 1 F23 16 5 E1 2 E12 1 E2 2 E16 5 E2 2 E12,

sinceE1 2 E16 is a constant and can be set equal to zero
a given set of spectral parameters.

This rule can also be usefully applied to the (N-3) MQR
spectrum, in which case 2N transitions are linearly indepe
dent andN2(N 2 1) frequencies are a linear combination
he N(N 2 1) (N-2) MQR and thek/ 2 frequencies of th
(N-1) MQR spectra. In fact, the transitions which invo
energy levels withmr 5 (2N/ 2 1 1) 3 ms 5 [2N/ 2 1
(N 2 2)] can be expressed as the sum of the (N 2 2) MQR
frequencies withmr 5 2N/ 2 3 ms 5 (2N/ 2 1 Dm) and
the (N 2 1) MQR transitions withmr 5 (2N/ 2 1 1) 3
ms 5 N/ 2; in the same way the frequencies associated
mr 5 [N/ 2 2 (N 2 2)] 3 ms 5 (N/ 2 2 1) are a linea
combination of the (N 2 1) MQR mr 5 2N/ 2 3 ms 5
(N/ 2 2 1) and the (N-2) MQR mr 5 (N/ 2 2 Dm) 3 ms 5
N/ 2 transitions.

In general, for each (N-s) MQR spectrum with 1, s , N,
a well-defined number of frequencies can be expresse
linear combinations of the (N-1) MQR and (N-(s-1)) MQR
frequencies, while just a few transitions are independent

(N-1) and (N-2) MQ spectra. Spectra acquired without t
refocusingp pulse depend upon the chemical shifts; as a co
quence the number of independent frequencies is higher an
not possible to reduce the total number of permutations as
ously described. The same linear dependence of lower to
quantum orders frequencies also applies to MQ spectra.

Heteronuclear spin systems.For the deuterated com
pounds 1H spin–echo HSQ spectra and1H spin–echo
HMQ spectra were recorded. If the spin system is c
posed of NI nuclei of spin I andNS nuclei of spin S

M i
I 5 ¥ k51

N
I

mki
I andM i

S 5 ¥ k51
N

S

mki
S are good quantum

numbers;i refers to the stateui & and mki is the magneti
quantum number of thekth nucleus in thei th state. If we
define the quantitiesn I 5 M i

I 2 M j
I andnS 5 M i

S 2 M j
S as

the differences in the Zeeman quantum numbers betwee

FIG. 2. Energy levels diagram for a four-spin system;M is the tota
magnetic quantum number.
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219AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF NMR SPECTRA OF FLEXIBLE MOLECULES
states ui & and u j & (14), then the density matrix operat
escribing the system can be written

r~t! 5 O
n I

O
n S

rn In S~t!.

As a consequence of the commutation rules [I z, r nI nS] 5 nI

r nI nS and [Sz, r nI nS] 5 nSr nI nS, each set of indices (nI, nS)
represents a separate spectrum which can be isolated th
its characteristic modulation properties under phase shi
the irradiation frequencies in the pulse sequence of Fig.

The HMQ sequence is closely analogous to the homonu
sequence, the main difference being that the RF pulse
given at the resonance frequencies of both I and S nucle
phase shifts are incremented independently for each cha
In this way it is possible to obtain MQ spectra of differ
quantum orders for nuclei I and S.1H spin–echo HMQ spect
characterized bynS 5 0 andnI 5 (NI-1), (NI-2), . . .will have
the fewest transitions compatible with full determination
dipolar couplings and, if the heteronuclear couplings are
and small (15), the p pulse can remove the heteronuc
interactions. Thereafter thenI 5 (N-1), nS 5 0 spectrum wil
depend only on theD II couplings. SincenS 5 0 the pulse
sequence of Fig. 2 is equivalent to that of Fig. 1b. The foll
ing HMQ spectra were acquired:1H spin–echo 6HMQ
5HMQ, and 4HMQ (nS 5 0, nI 5 (NI-1), (NI-2), (NI-3),
with NI 5 7). This method is an alternative to deuteri
decoupling by on-resonance irradiation (16).

THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT REGRESSION METHOD

Principal component analysis (17) can be used when only
few linear combinations of independent parameters influ

FIG. 3. Pulse sequence for generating heteronuclear multiple qua
spectra.
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the data in a significant way; in this way it is possible to red
the effective number of independent parameters, keeping
stant those combinations whose influence is small. At a
stage, if more data are available, the restrictions on less
tive linear combinations can be relaxed and each paramet
be determined with only a small correlation with the o
parameters. For this reason the method seems promising
it is well known that frequencies and intensities in NM
spectra often depend on linear combinations of parameter
that each parameter can be determined accurately only
nearly all the frequencies of the SQ spectrum can be ass
(4).

Let p [ Rm be the parameter array, wherem is the numbe
of unknowns to be determined anddp is the variation on th
parameters which causes adschange in the calculated freque
cies. The latter quantities are related through

Cdp 5 ds,

where C is an (l 3 m) matrix (l the number of assigne
frequencies) whose elements are defined according to

Cij 5
si

pj
.

If C is known, according to the least-squares method, we
p 5 H21CTds, whereCT is the transposed matrix andH 5

(CTC) corresponds to the variance–covariance matrix (He
matrix).

The fundamental principle of the PCR method is thatp can
be replaced by a new set of parameters,q, whose generi
elementqi is given byqi 5 ¥ j r ij pj , such that in the new ba
the Hessian matrix is diagonal,H9ij 5 hid ij . If the value of the
generic diagonal elements,hi , is high, a given variation ofqi

has a strong influence onds; otherwise thei th linear combi
nations can be safely kept fixed.H* is singular or nearl
singular if hi > 0.

If a threshold valuej is fixed in such a way as to havem9 qi

parameters withhi greater thanj, keeping fixed the remainin
m-m9 parameters, the matrixH* is not singular. The syste
can be solved and only those linear combinations which
the strongest influence on the calculated frequencies are
in the iterations.

It is worthwhile to distinguish two cases: (i) the SQ spe
are made up of a number of transitionsl much greater thanm,
so the value ofj is calculated as a small percentage (0.1 or
of the trace ofH, while (ii) for high quantum order spectra, t
value ofj is calculated in such a way to have, at each itera
m9 # l . Since in the latter casem9 is imposed by the numb
of independent frequencies, some of theqi with hi significantly
greater than zero will be kept fixed even if their influence
the calculated frequencies is not negligible and their numb
likely to be higher whenm @ l . A strong bias is introduced

m
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220 CASTIGLIONE ET AL.
the procedure and the probability that the true minimum wi
found among the possible solutions decreases when them to l
ratio increases. This is a very important point since, as w
shown later, the way lower order frequencies act in the a
matic procedure will only allow us to discharge false min
or to refine the parameters if the solution is within the con
gence radius of the true minimum.

Thereafter a reasonable compromise between two con
ing needs must be found. (i) No bias has to be introduced
it could force the procedure toward false minima (the few
the assumption the better), and (ii) no principal compo
analysis of the data will produce the right solution if the sys
is too undetermined (the smaller the parameter set the b

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS STRATEGY

For flexible molecules the direct coupling constants
related to the molecular geometry by (18):

Dijzz 5 Kij O
n

pn O
a,b

Gij ab
n Sab

n .

Kij depends on the magnetogyric ratio of thei th andj th nuclei,
n is the population of conformern, Sab

n are elements ofSn, the
Saupe orientational matrix for conformern, and Gij ab

n are
elated to the internuclear distancer ij and to its orientation wit

respect to a Cartesian systemx,y,z fixed on the molecule an
chosen in such a way as to reduce the number of indepe
Sab

n . Dipolar couplings can be calculated from standard an
and bond lengths, assuming that the different subunits
which the molecule can be built up rotate rigidly, but now
number of independent variables is much higher. Even o
hypothesis that only the conformers corresponding to the
ima of the internal rotation potential function havepn Þ 0, the
number of independent parameters¥ (Sab

n 1 pn) 2 1 is
greater thank/ 2. The H matrix could be made not singu
only if the independent frequencies of the (N-2) MQR spec
trum were included in the permutative approach, but
hypothesis must be discarded because the total numb
permutationsP(N21) P(N22) requires an unrealistic CPU tim
and computer resources; the only possible way is to appl
permutative approach to the (N-1) MQ frequencies and then
educem by PCR at the very beginning of the analysis,
xtending the parameter set as soon as assignments

ndependent frequencies of the lower MQ order spectra
ade possible.
Two possible strategies, (a) and (b), can be followed.

(a) Order parameters and direct couplings as a mixed v
ble set. Dipolar couplings are divided into two subsets. T
ij between nuclei belonging to the rigid subunits (the-

matic ring in the cases treated) are calculated from an ass
geometry using the order parameters of the subunit as
ables. TheDij between nuclei belonging to different subu
e
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or to the other rigid subunits make up the remaining varia
Then for ArCH2–Br the parameter set will beSzz; Sxx 2 Syy (to
calculate the six interaromatic proton direct couplings);D 16;
D 26; D 36; D 67 (m 5 6). See Fig. 4for axis definition an
numbering.

Since the geometry of the aromatic ring can be safely
sumed to be a regular hexagon, this approach is biased
little but unfortunatelym will be typically greater thank/ 2.
The PCR approach must be used to reduce the numb
independent parameters. At this point, it is possible (a) to
the parameter sets as input of a standard procedure fo
analysis of the SQ spectrum or (a9) to discard or refine the
using lower order MQR spectra.

(b) Order parameters as independent variables.No con-
formational equilibrium is considered; the molecule is fro
in a single conformation, leaving the system with a maxim
of five order parameters to be determined. In this way
approach proposed for rigid molecules can be followed an
dipolar couplings obtained fitting the (N-1) MQR frequencie
used as the starting point for the analysis of the SQ spec
(strategy (b)). This approach keepsm very low (#k/ 2) but it
is strongly biased since the chance of success relies on
formational assumptions whose reliability cannot be asse
However the solution (or solutions), if found, can be disca
or refined using lower order MQR frequencies. In this cal
increases considerably and so the mixed variable set str
(a9) can be followed. We will refer to this mixed approach
strategy (b9). Strategies (a9) and (b9) share the same set
mixed variables to be iterated on but they differ in a signifi
way with respect to the parameter set which fit the (N-1) MQ
frequencies. The PCR approach used in strategy (a) gives
different solutions with similar (and low) RMS while strate
(b) usually gives either one solution with a relatively low R
or none.

The computer program developed for rigid molecules (3) has
been modified to include the assignment procedure of l
order MQ spectra and mixed input parameters.

Algorithm for (N-1), (N-2), and (N-3) MQ spectra analy
(see Fig. 5). With the dipolar couplings determined acco
ing to strategy (a) or (b), the (N-1) MQ frequencies ar
calculated and the permutations performed by the ro
PERM. For each permutation, iteration cycles according

FIG. 4. The structure of a molecule Ph–CH2–X.
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221AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF NMR SPECTRA OF FLEXIBLE MOLECULES
CB-B algorithm (with or without the PCR approach) are p
formed in order to find the best fit (RMS) between calcul
and experimental frequencies; if strategy (a9) or (b9) is fol-
lowed, for MQ spectra of a given order (defined in the in
file), the subroutine SPECAL will compute the linear com
nations of higher order frequencies and assign them to
corresponding experimental values. The frequencies left
be assigned following different strategies: (i) to the nea
experimental value if, within a fixed interval (approximat
100 Hz), no other calculated or experimental frequenc
found or (ii) by the DISP routine which computes all
permutationsPs of the calculated versus the experime
values. To perform the assignments, the routine will com
Ps 5 S! permutations ifS 5 R (S andR are the numbers
experimental and calculated frequencies within the interva
S , R the PR,S 5 R z (R 2 1) z (R 2 2) z z (R 2 S 1 1)
permutations will be calculated. With the new assignment,

FIG. 5. The flow diagram summarizes the four strategies of spe
analysis. The shaded boxes contain the codes used. The rectangles s
using MQR spectra and the iteration variables, while the ellipses stand fo
spectra iterating only on the chemical shifts.
-
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he
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w

iteration cycles will be repeated in which the threshol
gradually lowered. At this stage, solutions with high R
and/or poor assignment can be rejected. Eventually, the
tion which shows a good agreement between experimenta
calculated frequencies and which allows all the (N-2) to be
assigned is refined with lower order MQ frequencies (if av
able).

The choice of the interval is very important; if the t
minimum is not found in the first critical iteration cycles, o
a very large value would still let the algorithm find the cor
solution, but this stresses the computer performance to
ceptable limits. Short intervals are useful to refine the pa
eter set and will not increase the CPU time. It was found
a value of 80 Hz represents a good compromise.

The procedure is controlled by ascript file written in Open
VMS 1.5, while the programs are written in Fortran 77. All
calculations are performed on a Digital Server 2000 ALP
AXP computer.

Chemical shifts will be obtained using the MQ frequenc
the Dij calculated from the MQR spectra and the isotropin i

values will be used as starting parameters and iterations w
performed only on the chemical shifts by the modified C
algorithm.

Single quantum spectrum analysis.The SQ spectrum wi
be then analyzed using DANSOM. DANSOM is run on a
Indy workstation within a UNIX script. The output files a
then displayed by an original graphical shell (19) together with
the experimental spectrum; the operator intervention is lim
at this stage.

It is worthwhile, at this point, to outline briefly a fe
features of the DANSOM procedure (for more details see
original papers by Stephenson and Binsch (8). In order to find
the global minimum, the procedure makes use of smoo
functions, typically a lorentzian or a gaussian, whose acti
controlled by the operator. The smoothing parametersa andb
fix the initial flatness of the error hypersurface and they
stepwise increased by a correlation multiplier (CM) fac
These parameters are varied in a so-callediteration grand
cycle, starting from very low values (1028 or lower) and
increased up to 1 in a number of iteration cycles. Lorent
and gaussian functions can be used alternatively or con
tively. The lower the smoothing parameter value used
starting parameter, the greater the number of iterations
iterative grand cycle and the farther from the correct value
the starting spectral parameters. The whole strategy is de
in Fig. 5.

APPLICATIONS

Spectral analysis of ArCH2–X whenX 5 Br and H (Fig. 4
will be discussed first and then the procedure will be applie
the more challenging analysis of 3-phenylprop-1-yne and
ylbenzene spectra.
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Test Molecules

Due to the molecular symmetry and to the presenc
magnetic equivalent groups, benzylbromide and toluene
spectra are similar and will be described together.

MQ analysis. There are eight symmetric lines (four ind
pendent frequencies) in the (N-1) MQR spectra of the hom

uclear spin systems AA9BB9CD2 and AA9BB9CD3. Just two
of the lines at6f 1 depend onD 67 (see Fig. 4). Their freque-
cies are given by a linear combination of theD 67, D 16, D 26,
andD 36 couplings. The three remaining pairs of lines dep
on the aryl–aryl and aryl–alkyl couplings. It is then v
important that all the allowed transitions can be observe
the (N-1) MQR spectra of both molecules the expected n

er of transitions is observed.
There are 40 calculated transitions in the (N-2) MQR spec

rum; 8 pairs, belonging to the totally symmetric irreduc
epresentations, are linear combinations of the lines in
N-1) MQR spectrum, leaving 12 independent pairs that

additional information and can be used in the spectral ana
Since a permutative approach performed onP > 2 3 1014

distinct permutations of the 20 lines in the (N-2) MQR spec
trum is out of the power of today’s computers, the critical
is to find a suitable starting point using only the four indep
dent lines of the (N-1) MQR spectrum.

FIG. 6. The 300-MHz1H spectra at 300 K of a sample of benzylbrom
(d) 5MQ spectra acquired with 512 increments, 10 KHz inF 1. (a) t 5 10 ms
cans. The real lines are marked with * in (a), (b), and (c) to distinguis
ssigned in the iteration process are marked with *.
of
Q

d

In
-

e
e
is.

p
-

Benzylbromide

NMR spectra. The whole series of MQ (6QR, 5QR, 6
5Q) and SQ spectra of a sample of benzylbromide (
Aldrich) dissolved in the liquid crystal ZLI-1132 (from Merc
(15 wt%) has been acquired in a single instrumental se
lasting a week. The spectra are shown in Fig. 6.

MQ analysis. All strategies will be followed.

Strategy (a). There are four independent (N-1) MQR fre-
quencies to be reproduced by a total of six parameters.
forming the PCR approach, 16 possible solutions were fou
16 min of CPU time; the solutions have approximately
same RMS but the parameter values differ in a significant
Only 1 solution, whose values are nearest to the ones f
following the procedures described under Spectral Ana
Strategy, is reported in Table 1 (column a).

Strategy (a9). If the (N-2) MQR frequencies are consider
12 different parameter sets reproducing the experimenta
quencies with similar RMS are obtained in about 40 mi
CPU time. Some of these can be disregarded since the p
dure could assign a limited number of (N-2) frequencies. I
Table 1 are shown the three parameter sets with the hi
number of (N-2) MQR frequencies assigned: column b with
transitions assigned, column c with 6, and column d with 5

dissolved in the nematic solvent ZLI-1132: (a) 6MQR, (b) 6MQ, (c) 5M
4 scans; (b)t 5 18 ms, 24 scans; (c)t 5 10 ms, 20 scans; (d)t 5 20 ms, 24
em from extra lines arising from the use of imperfect pulses; in (d) onines
ide
, 2

h th
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223AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF NMR SPECTRA OF FLEXIBLE MOLECULES
each set the chemical shifts were calculated from the 6
5MQ spectra.

Strategy (b). Using standard bond lengths and angles9a),
ssuming the C–X bond perpendicular to the aromatic ring,
ipolar couplings can be calculated from a set of three non
rder parameters. Since our goal is to test the ability o
rocedure to produce a good starting set of spectral param

or the analysis of the SQ spectra, we did not worry whe
he conformational hypotheses were acceptable or wron
ather we tried to keep the system as overdetermined as
ible. For this reason we opted to iterate only on twoS values
Szz andSxx 2 Syy). Starting with a null value for the param-

eters, theP(N21) 5 192 permutations were performed in-
proximately 14 min. Only 1 permutation gave an accept
RMS value; theDij and then i obtained from the 5Q spectru

re shown in Table 1 (column e).
Strategy (b9). Since only one minimum was found, the (N-2)

MQR spectrum can be used only to refine the direct coup
calculated according to strategy (b); 15 pairs of the expect
transitions are recognizable in the experimental spectrum
automatic code assigned experimental lines to the neare
culated frequency for 12 pairs of lines. Regarding the rem
ing three pairs of experimental lines, the code performed
disposition of 1 experimental line over 3 calculated an
permutation of the remaining 2. The needed CPU time is a
40 min. An inspection of the solutions reveals that a grou
4 and a group of 2 have parameters which differ by just a
hertz. Only one set of parameters for each group (column

TAB
Dipolar Coupling Dij and Chemical Shifts n i Obtained from t

Dissolved in the Nematic Solvent ZLI 1132, Following the Differe
e), and (b*) (columns f and g)

i ,j

a b c d

(Di

1,2 21757. 21739. 21789. 22165.
1,3 2250. 2245. 2253. 2269.
1,4 248. 244. 246. 16.
1,5 13. 21. 19. 171.
1,6 2442. 2467. 2439. 2467.
2,3 2385. 2351. 373. 130.
2,4 13. 21. 19. 171.
2,6 2168. 2192. 2171. 2192.
3,6 287. 2126. 289. 2126.
6,7 1089. 1172. 518. 1172.

n i

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 23. 24. 2. 23.
3 107. 94. 209. 242.
6 505. 2522. 2457. 2565.
RMS 19. 27. 73. 79.

a Taken from the analysis of the isotropic spectrum and kept fixed.
nd

ro
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w
or

the group of 4 and column g for the group of 2) are reporte
Table 1. The chemical shifts calculated from the 6MQ s
trum are also reported.

SQ analysis. All solutions obtained were used as input
DANSOM. Starting with the parameters obtained with stra
(b) (column e) and the two of strategy (a9) with the lowes
number of assigned frequencies (columns c and d), no so
was found even when several tests stressing the conver
capability of DANSOM to its maximum were performed.

DANSOM reached the global minimum (i) with the para
eter set of columns f (strategy (b9) and b (strategy (a9)) with
only 56 iterations,a 5 1024 (a relatively high value) an
CM 5 10, and (ii) with the solutions of columns a and g a

few attempts and with some difficulties (126 iterations,a 5
028, CM 5 10).

Toluene

NMR spectra. The whole series of MQ (7QR, 6QR, 7
6Q) and SQ spectra of a sample of toluene (from Aldr
dissolved in liquid crystal ZLI-1132 (15 wt%) were acquired
a single instrumental session lasting a week.

MQ analysis. All strategies will be followed.

Strategies (a) and (a9). There are four independent (N-1)
QR frequencies to be reproduced by a total of six parame
erforming the PCR approach, eight possible solutions

ound in 35 min of CPU time, all with approximately the sa

1
Analysis of MQ and SQ Spectra of a Sample of Benzylbromide
Strategies (a) (column a), (a*) (columns b, c, and d), (b) (column

e f g SQ

Jij /Hza)

21808. 21757. 21787. 21697.13 7.8
2257. 2247. 2252. 2241.16 1.3
249. 243. 244. 247.47 0.62

14. 25. 23. 11.8 1.
2368. 2439. 2413. 2523.37 0.
2396. 2341. 2353. 2370.26 7.47

14. 25. 23. 10.91 1.
2158. 2216. 2196. 2149.23 0.
2129. 2131. 2117. 2119.47 0.

1012. 1173. 1109. 1175.0 1

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
28. 23. 23. 26.09

160. 91. 100. 123.8
2485. 2522. 2527. 2485.68

57. 29. 52.
LE
he
nt

j /Hz

/Hz
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224 CASTIGLIONE ET AL.
RMS but differing widely for the values of each parameter
speed up the calculations, we processed all the solutions
the (N-2) MQR frequencies: it was possible to assign (i)
whole spectrum and (ii) seven frequencies (columns a an
The other solutions allowed for a smaller number
assignments and are not reported. The chemical shifts
calculated from the 7 and 6MQ spectrum as previo
described.

Strategy (b). Using standard bond lengths and angles9b),
ssuming a C–H bond perpendicular to the aromatic ring
ipolar couplings have been calculated from a set of
onzero order parameters. Only one solution is obtained
MS lower than the threshold value in 16 min of CPU ti
he chemical shifts were calculated from the 7MQ spectru
reviously described. The parameter values are report
able 2, column c.
Strategy (b9). This set was refined using the 6MQR frequ

ies. In order to assign the lines in the more crowded ce
art of the spectrum two permutations of two calculated ve
xperimental frequencies were needed. The procedure

our acceptable solutions and took about 35 min of comp
ional time. For each set the chemical shifts were calcul
he parameter values differ by just a few hertz and so only
olution is reported in Table 2, column d. The chemical s
ere calculated from the 7 and 6MQ spectrum as previo
escribed.

TABLE 2
Dipolar Coupling Dij and Chemical Shifts n i Obtained from the

nalysis of MQ and SQ Spectra of a Sample of Toluene Dissolved
n the Nematic Solvent ZLI-1132, Following the Different Strate-
ies (a), (columns a, b) (b) (column c), and (b*) (column d)

i ,j

a b c d SQ

Jij /Hza(Dij /Hz)

1,2 21401. 21509. 21312. 21316. 21346.96 7.8
1,3 2210. 2174. 2200. 2198. 2202.07 1.27
1,4 258. 37. 261. 258. 257.97 0.62
1,5 230. 173. 242. 235. 241.87 1.79
1,6 2408. 2436. 2441. 2473. 2451.53 0.
2,3 2467. 300. 2491. 2464. 2239.54 7.47
2,4 230. 173. 242. 235. 242.19 1.39
2,6 2128. 2573. 2125. 2120. 2126.63 0.
3,6 295. 2590. 295. 2108. 296.59 0.
6,7 1735. 2197. 1790. 1786. 1776.16 10

n i /Hz

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 6. 55. 42. 11. 31.55
3 78. 769. 58. 78. 67.67
6 21346. 21062. 21329. 21347. 21329.31
RMS 42. 76. 53. 30.

Note.Parameters obtained from the SQ step are reported.
a Taken from the analysis of the isotropic spectrum and kept fixed.
o
ith
e
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f
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SQ analysis. DANSOM reached a global minimum sta
ing with the parameters of columns a, c, and d of Table 2
122 iterations starting witha 5 1028 and CM5 13. With the
data of columns b and the other five solutions of strategy9)
no convergence was achieved.

These initial tests proved that the permutative approac
be extended to some simple flexible molecules and that
strategies can be used. Their behavior is quite different:
egy (b9) gives only one solution with reasonably low RMS a
the (N-2) MQ frequencies simply refine the parameter
When the PCR approach is used, a higher number of solu
are found with similar RMS values but only a few of th
allow for a full assignment of the (N-2)-order MQ frequencie
Moreover the global minimum is reached by DANSOM o
for those solutions which allow the assignment of all the (N-2)
frequencies.

3-Phenylprop-1-yne

The anisotropic spectrum of this molecule has not b
analyzed before nor its conformational equilibrium inve
gated. The number of parameters is greater (18) than for the
test molecules (13), and its analysis proved helpful to point o
some limits of the PCR approach.

NMR spectra. The whole series of MQ (7QR, 6QR, 5Q
4QR, 7Q, 6Q) and SQ spectra of a sample of 3-phenylpro
yne (from Aldrich) dissolved in liquid crystal ZLI-1132 (1
wt%) has been acquired in a single instrumental session la
more than a week. Some of the MQR spectra are show
Fig. 7.

MQ analysis. There are eight interacting protons (s
system AA9BB9CD2E) and 14 direct couplings, 8 of the
depending on the conformational equilibrium. The (N-1) MQR
pectrum contains five pairs of lines for a total ofP(N-1) 5
920 possible assignments. Two pairs of frequencies de
n D 67 andD 68 (see Fig. 4 for numeration) as shown:

6 f1 5 6 ~c1D18 1 c2D28 1 c3D38 1 c4D68!

6 f2 5 6 ~c5D68 1 c6D16 1 c7D26 1 c8D36 1 c9D67!.

The (N-2) MQR spectrum shows 36 of the 57 expected t
sitions, of which only 24 are independent.

Strategy (a9). There are 10 independent parameters (Szz and
Sxx 2 Syy and eight dipolar couplings) to be determined
only five frequencies. All theP(N-1) assignments have be
tested, but the code was not able to assign a reasonable n
of the lower order MQR frequencies.

Strategy (b9). The anglef (see Fig. 4) was varied from
(planar molecule) to 90° in steps of 10° and, for eachf,
iterations have been performed on three or five order par
ters, depending on the symmetry. No acceptable solution
found. The results obtained with the test molecules persu
us not to try the SQ automatic step.
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As a way of reducing the number of direct couplings,
deuterated selectively the molecule in position 1 accordin
the standard acid–base exchange reaction (20) and ran hetero

uclear1H MQ spin–echo spectra on the deuterated sam
ince theDHD couplings are expected to be of the same o

and small compared with theDHH we hope that the decoupli
will be effective, reducing in this way the number of dir
couplings.

[1-d]-3-Phenylprop-1-yne

NMR spectra. Using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1b o
sample of [1-d]-3-phenylprop-1-yne dissolved in the liqu
crystal ZLI-1132 the following spectra were recorded:1H
spin-echo 6HMQ, 5HMQ, and 4HMQ characterized bynS 5
0, nI 5 (NI 2 1), (NI 2 2), (NI 2 3), whereNI 5 7 and I
efers to 1H. The spectra obtained with the optimumt are

shown in Fig. 8.

MQ analysis. The (NI-1) MQ spectrum contains just eig
ines symmetrically positioned as predicted for an AA9BB9CD2

spin system showing that the decoupling is effective. The s
procedure followed for the two test molecules can be appli
this case.

Strategy (a9) was followed, in this way avoiding a confo
mational hypothesis. There are now six independent par
ters versus four frequencies. Also using the (NI-3) MQ to
discard wrong solutions the parameter set reported in Ta

FIG. 7. The 300 MHz1H spectra at 300 K of a sample of 3-phenylprop
and (d) 4MQR spectra acquired with 512 increments, 22730 Hz inF 1. (a) t 5
(d) t 5 0.3812 ms, 16 scans. The real lines are marked with * in (a) an
e
to

le.
r

t

e
to

e-

3,

column a, was obtained. The 7, 6, and 5MQR spectra o
fully protonated isotopomer were analyzed in a single
using as starting set (i) theDij found for the deuterated samp
scaled according to thegH/gD ratio and (ii) theDi8 5 0 Hz for
i 5 1,7. Thechemical shifts were then determined from th
and 6MQ spectra. The full set of parameters is shown in T
3, column b.

SQ analysis. Using these spectral parameters as in
DANSOM reached the global minimum in 88 iterations
with an initial value ofa 5 1025 and CM5 10 to give the fina

arameters reported in Table 3, column c. The experim
nd simulated spectra are shown in Fig. 9.

thylbenzene

The SQ anisotropic spectrum of ethylbenzene (Etb) wit
5 independent dipolar couplings and 5 chemical shifts
efied analysis for many years. As proved for 3-phenylp
-yne, the use of1H spin–echo HMQ spectra of some se-

tively perdeuterated Etb, combined with the (N-1), (N-2), and
(N-3) MQ and MQR spectra of the fully protonated iso
pomer, let us hope that such a complex spectrum cou
analyzed following the procedure described here, using
standard CB-B algorithm for the analysis of the SQ spec
instead of the DANSOM algorithm.

Unfortunately only the 9QR spectrum of Etb was succ
fully acquired (the spreading of coherences over density

yne dissolved in the nematic solvent ZLI-1132: (a) 7MQR, (b) 6MQR, (c
.212 ms, 28 scans; (b)t 5 0.755 ms, 24 scans; (c)t 5 0.3812 ms, 20 scan
b) to distinguish them from extra lines arising from the use of imperfec
-1-
2

d (
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226 CASTIGLIONE ET AL.
trices of increasingly higher order—210 in our case—pose
serious limits to MQ techniques since sensitivity decre
very quickly); thereafter the procedure described for 3-
nyprop-1-yne could not be applied. The more complex
cumbersome procedure described in Ref. (21) and based on th
analysis (i) of1H spin–echo HMQ spectra and (ii) of the S
spectra of different isotopomers allowed at the end the ana
of the SQ spectrum.

CONCLUSIONS

The procedure here described is really automatic, sin
requires neither a reasonable set of parameters nor an e
enced operator. It also requires less CPU time than the
matic procedure applied directly to the SQ spectrum (19a) but
s a little more demanding of instrumental time, since
pectra must be recorded.

FIG. 8. The 300 MHz 1H spectra at 300 K of a sample of [1-d]-3-
phenylprop-1-yne dissolved in the nematic solvent ZLI-1132: (a) 6HMQ
5HMQ, (c) 4HMQ spin-echo spectra with 512 increments, 16 KHz inF 1. t 5

.8897 ms for all experiments, (a) 24 scans; (b) 20 scans; (c) 16 scans. T
ines are marked with * in (a) and (b) to distinguish them from extra
rising from the use of imperfect pulses.
es
-
d

sis

it
eri-
to-

The method, as currently formulated, works for the im
tant class of flexible molecules of general formula Ph–CH2–X
(X either containing or not containing protons). Spectra w
analysis requires a number of spectral parameters (orde
rameters and/or dipolar couplings) slightly exceeding the n
ber of lines in the (N-1) MQR spectrum can also be dealt w
by the procedure. The use of deuterated compounds bec
important for the more complex spin systems (eight spi1⁄2
nuclei in our case).

Strategy (a) gives better results but needs more instrum
time since lower order MQ spectra are needed to discrim
among the many solutions and give to DANSOM only
correct solution to be refined on the SQ spectrum, in this
avoiding multiple runs with different starting parameters.
the other hand, for simpler spin systems, strategy (b) can
excellent results with very short instrumental and CPU tim

For Etb, among the most difficult exempla known to u
was not possible to test the procedure since the loss of
tivity of the MQ technique associated with the high numbe
interacting spins did not allow us to acquire the 9, 8,
7MQR spectra. High field spectrometers are becoming

TABLE 3
Dipolar Couplings Dij and Chemical Shifts n i Obtained from (1)

he Analysis of the MQ Spectra of the 1-Deutero 3-Phenylprop-1-
ne (column a), (2) the Analysis of the MQ Spectra of the 3-Phe-
ylprop-1-yne (column b), and (3) the Analysis of the SQ Spec-
rum

i ,j

a b SQ

Jij /Hza(Dij /Hz)

,2 21646. 21653. 21632.81 7.81
,3 2261. 2254. 2249.88 1.27
,4 276. 282. 281.79 0.62
,5 255. 262. 263.41 1.79
,7 2683. 2702. 2703.87
,8 2297. 2322.7
,3 2663. 2652. 2642.38 7.47
,4 255. 262. 262.85 1.39
,7 2163. 2151. 2144.7
,8 295. 2102.25
,7 286. 280. 297.59
,8 271. 277.12
,7 4555. 4587. 4572.08 10.
,8 2218. 2195.64 2.

n i /Hz

1 0.0 0.0
2 10. 13.57
3 60. 69.49
7 2887. 2864.
8 21858. 21813.47

Note. Proton coordinates are calculated from standard bond length
angles.

a Taken from the analysis of the spectrum in isotropic solution and
fixed.
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227AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF NMR SPECTRA OF FLEXIBLE MOLECULES
common and so (i) the latter difficulty could be overcome
(ii) the higher line dispersion could make the fully automa
analysis of the SQ spectrum possible (3). However, the poss
bility of obtaining well-resolved SQ spectra, whose anal
can be accomplished at least with the standard CB-B
rithm, would constitute the limiting factor even if a suita
series of deuterated isotopomers could be synthesized a
1H spin–echo HMQ spectra effectively decoupled.

The method has been applied to molecules characteriz
the presence of just one rigid subunit (the aromatic r
extension to other, more complex, situations (i.e., the pres
of two rigid subunits) is under investigation.
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